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Introduction



(Big) data and the Labor Market

• What are the new sources of data used in the labor market today? How are they
used to facilitate and enhance matching of supply and demand. How can they be
used in the developing country context? How can they be leveraged if at all for digital
TVET?

• Rephrase the question to gain structure: What types of Matching Facilitators are in use
today in the world? What are their characteristics?

• Facilitators vs Data: if you know the facilitators you know the data.

• Why? Because: data is the byproduct of transactions within a process and Matching
Facilitation is the process at hand.
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Types of Matching Facilitators



Facilitating Matching in the Labor Market

Matching enhancement in the Labor Market is a market in its own right. Traded is high
quality matching and it is in demand by both labor supply and labor demand as both, each to
their own end, stand to profit by a good match. Supply of matching enhancement took many
shapes historically and has been shaped by many factors such as perceptions, regulation (or the
absence thereof) and of course pure market forces. Since the seminal works of G. J. Stigler
([Stigler, 1961], [Stigler, 1962]) we know that information is important so that today data
drives both matching enhancement by the various matching facilitators and strategic
behavior of market actors. For reasons of completeness but also in order to gain perspective it
is beneficial to think about all of them in total.
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Mapping Matching Facilitation in the Labor Market

• Day labourer hot spots in urban and meeting points in rural areas.

• Temporary work agencies

• Platform Economy and Gig Work

• Public and Private Job Boards

• Social Media and Offline networks

• Apprenticeships: demand informs supply
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Their properties in a nutshell



Day labourer hot spots

Day labourer hot spots are NOT a thing of the past. Not only are they an example that
supply and demand meet spontaneously if not systematically facilitated they are also proof that
contrary to popular belief technology does not replace but it rather augments. As of 2005
there were at least 400 such day-labor hotspots in the USA mainly “parasitically” attached to
home improvement supplies retailer Home Depot1. In Cologne Germany (to mention one
example) there are several such sites emerging spontaneously. Somehow supply of labor forms
hotspots and demand for labor knows where to find them. In the developed urban context
they are often about informal, exploited work of undocumented migrants but in other contexts
it might be a useful way to bridge the digital access gap (e.g. rural areas). Matching is done by
inspection based on visual data/cues and reputation.

1Why is Ikea buying TaskRabbit? Think about it.
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Temporary Work Agencies (TWA)

Based on Directive 2008/104/EC of the European Parliament, TWAs can be seen as a
response to a fluid labor market, the result of technological disruption. Their business model
is to remove the risk and the burden of permanent employment from the labor demand side
while providing reliable and full (at least in terms of frequency) employment to the supply
side, reducing uncertainty. They are often engaged in re-training and vocational training and
generate and use (alas proprietary) microdata useful for facilitating job matching in a
predictable manner. This is especially useful in a labor market were jobs and skills are shifting.
Their data ought to be a good source of information for the evolution and mutation of job
descriptions and qualifications.
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The platform economy

Parts of the platform economy (e.g gig economy, microwork) resemble a digitised version of a day labor hot
spots. Visual inspection is replaced by data driven processes often based on principles of gamification. Its
business model stands somewhat in competition to the TWAs2 in that it tries to mediate between even
smaller chunks of tasks and skills. Its aim is to allow labor supply to monetise both unused labor and unused
capital while it allows the demand side to optimise both in terms of costs as well as in terms of quality. They
enter markets based on technological considerations rather than on market knowledge. Regulatory and industrial
action debates exist. Marginals costs of entering markets is low. Often operate on the margins of the regulatory
framework and they challenge the very concept of employer/employee3. Industrial action is becoming
increasingly articulate in this area. Interesting data for old and new questions. Proprietary.

2In fact we recently published an independent comparative study with CEPS on behalf of the World Employment Confederation-Europe and UNI
Europa: Online Talent Platforms, Labour Market Intermediaries and the Changing World of Work
3We are currently in a multi-country consortium doing a multi-country study(DE, FR, BE, DK, ES, HU, SK): IRSDACE - Industrial Relations and
Social Dialogue in the Age of Collaborative Economy. Interesting new and old issues at play.
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Job boards

National (employment agencies4), supranational (e.g. EURES5) as well as private firms (Monster, Glassdoor,
etc) fall in this category. The National Employment Services are often not as digitally enhanced as the private
job boards but use a mixed-mode of a data driven back end and human-case workers personally assisting job
candidates. Public Employment services are in a position to match a variety of administrative data for e.g.
program evaluation or other purposes. Private job boards offer a large number of services for both the demand
and the supply side, they might charge either side for the services, they might be general or highly specialised
etc. Their massive microdata and digital affinity allows them to design CVs and job descriptions6. Jobs Boards
are evidence for the importance of Matching Facilitation7. In some case algorithms support matching8.

4List of European National Employment Services
5https://ec.europa.eu/eures/public/en/homepage
6usgs.gov uses Monster Position Classification to reduce the labor needed to create Position Descriptions.
7IDSC of IZA Workshop: Matching Workers and Jobs Online - New Developments and Opportunities for Social Science and Practice
8e.g. textkernel.com
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Social Media

Social Media such as Facebook or LinkedIn also begin to factor in into the matching process by
either digitising the concept of personal networks of family and friends (Facebook) or by
abstracting and digitising business networking as in the case of LinkedIn. Job boards,
recruiters, staffing agencies, headhunters and even employers themselves often use facebook for
example to evaluate soft variables of the evaluation process. LinkedIn especially is actively
pursuing the use of its data for research purposes9.

9E.g. The Economic Graph
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Apprenticeships: When demand informs supply

Old and proven methods of matching enhancement in the labor market is the apprenticeship model with the
German “duale ausbildung” (which combines an academic education with vocational training, financed by an
employer with often guaranteed employment at the end of the study) among the most successful ones. Many
think of this as one of the main reasons why Germany came out of the Great Recession as unscathed as it in
fact did.

Figure 1: The growth (and saturation) of the demand for “duales studium” in Germany:
https://g.co/trends/116NH
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Conclusions



• Matching Facilitation in Labor Markets is a large responsive market, with a long history.
It is shaped by both regulation (or absence thereof) as well as market forces. It’s history
and its present state offer a wider variety of elements which might be useful in the context
of digital TVET in developing countries. It also offers a number of cautionary tails which
might help avoid some pitfalls. The volume and diversity of matching facilitators is proof
of the importance if matching enhancement but it also shows us that it is very much
context dependent.

• Quite possibly a stratified system which extends from a data driven digital backend
(exploiting ICT power to the full) to an analogue face to face assistance on the ground
might be able to reap the benefits of new data sources in the developing country context.

• Information is crucial and in our days information is distilled from data. Data on the other
hand is the byproduct of transactions in market processes. So in order to exploit nee data
we might need to design processes first.
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Thank you for your attention.
Questions?
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